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File: CA55DA01-1644-4270-8C8B-C(...).jpg (86 KB, 1024x576)

u/MAXWELLHILL Reddit is IN FULL
DAMAGE CONTROL
Anonymous (ID: +bBGyNR6 )
07/08/20(Wed)23:49:59 No.267067057

>>267067176 >>267067397 >>267067437

>>267067444 >>267067490 >>267067770

>>267067827 >>267068165 >>267068316

Ghilaine Maxwells reddit
account has been discovered. Reddit is entirely linked to this
Pedophile enabler.

It’s absolutely happening. Guys we are moving off 4chan becuase the
glow mods have been activated they are now deleting all threads that
post anything saucy or damning on this cunt.

Here is the megathread on Tiblar.

https://tiblar.com/post/346213867262/

Report in here fags

Anonymous (ID: mLA/K2jO ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:51:12 No.267067176
>>267067437 >>267068171

File: Babyjoke.png (429 KB, 900x800)

>>267067057 (OP) #
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Anonymous (ID: 0Dt3t0BW ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:53:02 No.267067357
>>267067928 >>267068632

File: basedmemebyretard.jpg (352 KB, 2048x1148)

pic related

Anonymous (ID: Gm7pFaax ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:53:24 No.267067397
>>267067535 >>267067596 >>267067720 >>267067848 >>267067946 >>267068385 >>267068535

>>267067057 (OP) #
that's not her, do you really think a multimillionare woman would
interact on the internet with plebs like you? You guys are just
jealous of her success and privilege

Anonymous (ID: 67uAb0rD ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:53:52 No.267067437
File: 1591934483399.png (520 KB, 888x894)

>>267067057 (OP) #
>>267067176 #
Oh, so this is why the mods are so desperate
to "resume control" of the account.

Anonymous (ID: S4qfFhnG ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:53:58 No.267067444
>>267067850 >>267068344

>>267067057 (OP) #
what is a tiblar?

Anonymous (ID: fSouISvR ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:54:30 No.267067490
>>267067745 >>267067998 >>267068118

File: 9371685.jpg (97 KB, 512x640)

>>267067057 (OP) #
BREAKING NEWS

Anonymous (ID: 8y36e3qm ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:55:01 No.267067535
>>267067765

>>267067397 #
lmao unironically kill yourself you glowing shill

Anonymous (ID: mZjj5df1 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:55:35 No.267067596
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>>267067397 #
>multimillionare woman would interact on the
internet
Absolutely and in exactly the way she did.
>A moderator of several huge subreddits,
including r/worldnews redditor since 2006,

"first one to collect 1 million karma", now 8th most link karma,
very involved in manipulating the news feed of r/worldnews
which is a default subreddit with over 24 million subscribers and
is, by default, presented on the front page. The Alexa Rank of
reddit.com is #6 in the United States, #3 in the UK, #20 globally
so, not a case of some basic pleb posting, but someone with
tremendous influence on the media narrative in one of the largest
websites in the world - like an editor-in-chief.

Anonymous (ID: OLKOUh6v ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:56:49 No.267067720

>>267067397 #
Get gud before shilling here, faggot. It's an art, not a profession.

Anonymous (ID: mZjj5df1 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:57:07 No.267067745
>>267067867 >>267068118

File: MADE IT ALL UP.jpg (130 KB, 522x908)

>>267067490 #
>BREAKING NEWS
oof

Anonymous (ID: llszhOtj ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:57:20 No.267067765
>>267067923 >>267067958 >>267068082 >>267068191

>>267067535 #
seriously though, that's not her. imagine thinking this woman was
spending her time posting news articles on reddit.

Anonymous (ID: NZfsWmid ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:57:23 No.267067770

>>267067057 (OP) #
ARCHIVE EVERYTHING. FUCK JANNY KIKES

Anonymous (ID: 5lM7tJAd ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:58:07 No.267067827

>>267067057 (OP) #
Is there a place to show her full posting history by date? Has
maxwellhill ever taken a seven day break before in 11 years?
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>>267068250

File: 08127491741.png (943 KB, 1472x1160)

>>267067397 #
It's afraid

Anonymous (ID: sVdOTFO7 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:58:19 No.267067850
>>267068062

>>267067444 #
Chink shit along the lines of discord probably.

Anonymous (ID: fSouISvR ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:58:29 No.267067867
>>267068064

>>267067745 #
she was silenced obviously

Anonymous (ID: OLKOUh6v ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:04 No.267067923

>>267067765 #
Ok shill

Anonymous (ID: UUuGCXqf ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:07 No.267067928
>>267068543

>>267067357 #
>This is what stormfront actually believes.

Anonymous (ID: AOn5UqR0 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:07 No.267067937
File: doggoproletariat.jpg (3.07 MB, 3024x3024)

Makes sense that the founder of Magellan,
heiress of the Maxwell empire employed her
free time to post news on reddit.

Anonymous (ID: jf5asyq2 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:17 No.267067946
File: 159421507486454051.gif (971 KB, 472x360)

>>267067397 #

Anonymous (ID: 5lM7tJAd ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:27 No.267067958
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>imagine thinking an agent of Mossad would spend her time
controlling the political narrative on one of the largest and most
popular forums on the internet
You realize that she very well could be single-handedly
responsible for brainwashing 1000s of young men into
basedboys, right?

Anonymous (ID: eZZRrpi1 ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:52 No.267067998
>>267068127

>>267067490 #
same/related case
https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4524664/doe-v-trump/
pay off was only 75k+ split between epstein and trump

Anonymous (ID: S4qfFhnG ) 07/08/20(Wed)23:59:55 No.267068007
File: maxwellhillinfo.png (3.31 MB, 2880x2560)

Anonymous (ID: +bBGyNR6 ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:00:30 No.267068062

>>267067850 #
It says on the front page after signing up the owner is American
shill

Nice try

Anonymous (ID: mZjj5df1 ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:00:31 No.267068064
>>267068127 >>267068301 >>267068523

File: 1582664901177.jpg (88 KB, 862x630)

>>267067867 #
>she was silenced obviously
yeah because the establishment media is
preoccupied with protecting Trump. You
absolute retard.

Anonymous (ID: oskOpGOZ ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:00:43 No.267068082
File: 1592807882001.png (189 KB, 461x439)

>>267067765 #
Wow it's SO INCONCEIVABLE that someone
whose job revolves around media & politics
would use reddit on her phone
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Anonymous (ID: wcsQK57k ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:10 No.267068118

>>267067490 #
>>267067745 #
You think Katie really was one of Epstein's chattel being forced to
go forward with this story, and then never appeared for (((them)))
because she was extracted? You know. Un-trafficked. Un-
kidnapped. Rescued and Witness Protection'd. Wild speculation,
to be sure. But why else did she simply disappear?

Anonymous (ID: fSouISvR ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:16 No.267068127
>>267068301 >>267068523

>>267067998 #
>>267068064 #

Anonymous (ID: VCa2Jj+R ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:27 No.267068155
File: 3F9A4640-E6F0-46E9-B38C-1(...).jpg (97 KB, 1024x699)

Anonymous (ID: sAOo5IIg ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:33 No.267068165

>>267067057 (OP) #
Wasn't there a tweet from a reddit mod/owner about getting
invited to Epstein's parties and knowing about the child sex thing?

Anonymous (ID: gOIcOl2h ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:39 No.267068171

>>267067176 #

This is ... sane

Anonymous (ID: 8y36e3qm ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:01:57 No.267068191

>>267067765 #
I don't need to think, it is the case. Y'all newfags come here
knowing nothing about life and thinking elites parade around
doing important elite stuff all day long - while most of them are
actually mostly idle and spend a lot of time shitposting online.

What do you think Maxwell was doing all this time? Jetsetting?
Lurk moar.

Anonymous (ID: y1iRSuWv ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:02:31 No.267068250
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This anon did good work.

Anonymous (ID: eZZRrpi1 ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:03:00 No.267068301

>>267068064 #
>>267068127 #
the payoff amount is in the court documents, i provided a link, ill
find the specific doc and page

Anonymous (ID: pQNvV0KJ ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:03:09 No.267068316
>>267068433

>>267067057 (OP) #
Didn’t a former Reddit CEO just spill the beans? Also, wasn’t their
rumors of Reddit executive into Cannibalism

Anonymous (ID: osOtYesk ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:03:28 No.267068344
File: Smile.jpg (21 KB, 600x319)

>>267067444 #

Anonymous (ID: 1vQDVFLS ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:04:04 No.267068385
>>267068539 >>267068556

>>267067397 #
I'm inclined to believe you. She wouldn't be stupid enough to put
her real name on a reddit account, or just shit post on reddit

However, believe doesn't mean siding with, I want a witch hunt on
all mods so we gotta push this narrative one way or another. Even
if it's just mods are pedoes

Anonymous (ID: Gm7pFaax ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:04:33 No.267068433

>>267068316 #
Nope

Batowl (ID: /BvZlL+9 ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:04:38 No.267068446
File: l4f301ejazi41.png (481 KB, 811x540)

Anonymous (ID: YcZ0t29X ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:04:46 No.267068461
>>267068661

Someone tell me why I should get excited by this.
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>>267068064 #
>>267068127 #
https://www.courtlistener.com/recap
/gov.uscourts.nysd.463432.4.0.pdf
page 9 or ctrl f relief
>PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants
and for the
following relief:
A. That judgment be entered against Defendants for special
damages, compensatory
damages, and punitive damages in an amount which shall be
shown to be reasonable and just by
the evidence and in excess of Seventy Five Thousand Dollars
($75,000.00), exclusive of interests
and costs;
B. That all costs of this action be assessed against Defendants,
including all
reasonable attorney’s fees, costs and expenses of this action;
C. That an order of protection in favor of Plaintiff and all
associated with her be
issued so as to protect them from harm and harassment from
Defendants and their agents and
associates; and
D. Such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and
proper.

Anonymous (ID: oskOpGOZ ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:05:38 No.267068535

>>267067397 #
>that's not her, do you really think a multimillionare woman would
interact on the internet with plebs like you? You guys are just
jealous of her success and privilege

It's funny but there is a non-zero chance she could be right here,
maybe even posting in this thread trying to call people crazy for
looking into this. That would be a stretch. Big if true, however.

Anonymous (ID: 0QaSBNQl ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:05:41 No.267068539

>>267068385 #

It's a really old reddit account though. 12 years ago people didn't
expect it to go as mainstream as it has become.

Anonymous (ID: IhsDGRT2 ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:05:43 No.267068543

>>267067928 #
Look into it. Adolf asked diplomatically for Poland to stop
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with silence and more death. He had to move to save his
countymen. Almost 100k Germans were killed.

Anonymous (ID: WbEiHkrD ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:05:52 No.267068556

>>267068385 #
>>267065094 → #
here she is saying people shouldn't post anonymously
>implying...

Anonymous (ID: GCKJxOgU ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:06:42 No.267068632

>>267067357 #
dont see whats wrong on the list. trying to make the truth a comic
act though i suppose is just massive cope

Anonymous (ID: +u5mRcnL ) 07/09/20(Thu)00:07:07 No.267068661

>>267068461 #
This is a view behind the curtain. It's easy to say that media is
controlled, the narrative is pushed one direction or the other by
the powerful elite/people who are connected to pedoassailants.
This is ACTUAL PROOF that this woman has been heavily
involved in pushing a narrative on one of the largest sources of
"news" on the internet. Not only that, it becomes clear that reddit
was either complicit OR worked together in this effort.
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